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1 of 1 review helpful Tough read By Heather B I read this book when it was first published As a teenager this book 
was interesting and i remember it pretty vivdly so when i found it on I figured it was a golden opportunity for a revisit 
Now that I am little older with a few more books under my belt my title for this review sums up my thoughts on this 
book The set up is interesting think predato Hunter is the ultimate tracker the world s best If you re lost Hunter can 
find you whether you want him to or not But he doesn t want to be involved in every search particularly if it s the 
military asking and they are searching for a beast that no one s ever seen But when Hunter learns that this creature has 
rampaged through a secret research facility in the process wiping out an elite military guard he reluctantly agrees to 
help What he finds in the Arctic i 
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